When Stanley Miller and Harold Urey combined some simple chemicals in a flask and zapped it with electricity, they showed it was possible to create the basic building blocks of life. Journalists have recently conducted a similar experiment by combining J. Craig Venter and Arthur Caplan in a single story -and then using Jeremy Rifkin as a spark. The result? A murky brew bubbling over with artificial life. "Scientists Crack Code for Becoming God," declared the Glasgow Herald in mid-December. "Researchers in the United States revealed yesterday that about 300 genes are needed to create a living organism from scratch, raising questions about whether such a feat should be attempted and what the implications would be."
It seems that biology's bad boy, J. Craig Venter (for the purposes of this research, at The Institute for Genomic Research), had undertaken an experiment to determine the minimum number of genes needed for Mycoplasma genitalium to survive. Once an answer was at hand, Venter asked the world's most quoted bioethicist, Arthur Caplan of the University of Pennsylvania, to convene a group of his peers to figure out whether it would be OK to attempt assembling an organism by combining these 300-odd essential genes. And journalists, in turn, enlisted quotemeister Jeremy Rifkin to comment on the whole blessed affair.
"These things would be alive, they would mutate, they would reproduce," Rifkin told countless reporters, including one at the Daily Mail. "It demonstrates the hubris of these scientists."
Charles Osgood on CBS radio took the Rifkin riff even farther, quoting the gadfly author as saying "These scientists want to be God." Osgood picked it up from there: " 'The God who gave us life gave us liberty at the same time,' wrote Thomas Jefferson. The first problem is not going to be how to restrain the new life form so it won't go out and mutate and cause havoc. The first problem is to restrain the scientists who now want the liberty to learn more about life by creating some."
The British press in particular sounded the alarm over this story. "American scientists plan to make history by making a new life form in the laboratory," wrote Tim Radford in the Guardian. "The experiment could answer one of the most fundamental questions in biology: what does it take to make life itself?" "The problem is to restrain the scientists who want to learn more about life by creating some"
Under the headline, "Frankencell Gene Team Accused of Playing God," the Scotsman's Christopher Cairns wrote: "The controversial work attracted heavy criticism and has raised new fears about the direction of genetic engineering." Heavy criticism in this case -and in all other news reports on the subject -consisted entirely of the angst of Jeremy Rifkin.
US journalists were much more matter-of-fact about the whole affair. "In a bold effort to learn one of nature's most impenetrable secrets, a team of prominent molecular biologists is trying to create life from scratch, spawning dramatic ethic questions in the process," wrote the Chicago Tribune. This report stressed the difficulties in achieving artificial life, noting that "decades from now such projects could give human scientists one of the ultimate powers of creating -the ability to design and construct novel species and forms of life from the bottom up.
The possible result would be nothing less than a redefinition of what constitutes life."
American news outlets in particular delved into Arthur Caplan's bioethical explorations of the subject. Caplan told the New York Times that everyone was surprised at the outcome when the theologian members of the panel were asked to consult the teachings of their respective faiths for a definition of life. "Even our own theologians were a little surprised that they couldn't find definitions," Dr Caplan said. "In the materials at hand and key texts, the definitional question had not really been wrestled with." But they ultimately agreed there's no ethical show-stopper here.
The Baltimore Sun's story was demonstrably less philosophical in its opening. "To the deep and mysterious question 'what is life?', scientists now offer an unromantic answer: about 300 genes." That story deliberately steered away from the sensational, quoting Venter saying "this story should be on how scientists are acting responsibly, instead of rushing forward and doing 'Dolly'."
But although the American press was, by and large, less inflammatory about the reports (which were published in Science), the most contemplative article was to be found in the Guardian.
"The media have to use crude hooks such as 'playing God' or 'Frankenstein foods' to penetrate a thick layer of apathy -generated in some measure by a tradition of patronising elitism in a scientific establishment which didn't particularly want, or need, anyone to understand what it was doing." The piece concludes, "We live in a time of astonishing scientific discovery but the mechanisms to ensure these are wisely harnessed for the greater well-being of all human beings seem pathetically inadequate."
